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which the school shares intellectual resources with the church and
the world through dialogue with the broader community. By offering
events, learning resources and continuing conversation, the Theological
Commons promotes the sharing of knowledge and experience between
students, faculty, clergy and the public for the benefit of all participants
and those they serve.

We invite your evaluation of this evening’s lecture. Please return

Reading Noah’s Ark
in the Age of Climate Change
Jewish Stories on Gender, Disability,
and the Politics of Survival
Julia Watts Belser
Associate Professor of Jewish Studies
Georgetown University

this sheet at the end of the lecture or mail it to Susan Zimmerman,
MTSO, 3081 Columbus Pike, Delaware, OH 43015. Thank you.
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Did you gain deeper insight into the topic?
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Was the information clearly presented?
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Could you see and hear the lecturers
and audio/visual aids?
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Did the Q&A enhance your understanding
of the topic?
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Did the lecture offer insights that apply to the
work you do or hope to do?
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2
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Are you likely to return for future Theological
Commons events?
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2
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Do you have a suggestion for future Theological Commons events?

Dr. Julia Watts Belser teaches at Georgetown University and serves as
a senior research fellow at Georgetown’s Berkley Center for Religion,
Peace, and World Affairs. As a rabbi and a longtime advocate for disability
and gender justice, she is passionate about bringing feminist, queer and
disability culture into conversation with Jewish tradition. She is the author
of two scholarly books, Rabbinic Tales of Destruction: Gender, Sex, and
Disability in the Ruins of Jerusalem and Power, Ethics, and Ecology in
Jewish Late Antiquity: Rabbinic Responses to Drought and Disaster.
Dr. Belser earned her Ph.D. from the University of California-Berkeley,
a master’s degree from the Academy for Jewish Religion and a bachelor’s
degree from Cornell University. She has held faculty fellowships at
Harvard Divinity School and the Katz Center for Advanced Jewish Studies
at the University of Pennsylvania.

Other comments?

